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Abstract: The main objective of this study was to improve the orientation of fibres within the mats
produced using dynamic sheet forming (DSF). DSF is used to make fibre mats by forcing a fibre
suspension through a nozzle onto a rotating drum. In this research, the effect of nozzle geometry on
the orientation of hemp fibres within DSF mats was investigated. The orientation of fibres within the
mats produced was assessed using ImageJ (OrientationJ) and X-ray diffraction. It was found that, as
the contraction ratio of the nozzle increased, the orientation of fibres within the fibre mats increased.
It was also found that the composite tensile strength increased with increased fibre orientation.

Keywords: hemp fibre; orientation analysis; natural fibre polymer composites; compression moulding

1. Introduction

Generally, randomly orientated preforms are used as reinforcement in short natural
plant fibre composites (SNPFCs), however, mechanical performance can be improved by
the alignment (orientation) of fibres in the main loading direction. For the orientation of
short fibres, two main approaches are used: dry and wet processes. Of these, a higher
degree of orientation has been reported with wet processes [1,2]. Dynamic sheet forming
(DSF), a wet process, mainly used in paper production, has proven to be an effective way
to produce fibre mats with a reasonable degree of alignment with short fibres [3].

In a dynamic sheet former, the fibre mats are made by forcing the suspension (fibre
in water) through a nozzle onto the interior wall surface of a perforated rotating drum
through which the water can be removed. Here, the alignment of fibres towards the rotation
direction of the drum is known to be influenced by the fibre suspension, nozzle geometry,
jet-to-wire speed ratio and dewatering [4–6].

This present study focuses on nozzle geometry factors, as they play important roles in
anisotropic fibre orientation distribution towards the rotation direction of the drum. The
nozzle geometry factors include the contraction ratio (ratio of the cross-sectional area at the
inlet to that at the exit) and the end shape of a nozzle. It has been reported that the sudden
flow acceleration (change in velocity) at the contraction section of a nozzle could create a
highly anisotropic distribution of orientation of fibres [7]. Commonly, the nozzle supplied
for dynamic sheet forming using plant fibres has a rounded-rectangular exit shape with a
low contraction ratio. However, based on the literature, it was expected that nozzles with
higher contraction ratios and a circular exit shape would result in improved alignment of
fibres within the mats.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Industrial hemp fibre was obtained from Moffett Orchards Ltd., Napier, New Zealand.
Clariant (New Zealand) Limited supplied PP random copolymer SKRX3600 with a melt
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index of 18 g/10 min and a density of 0.9 g/cm3. The coupling agent, A-C 950P maleic anhy-
dride polypropylene (MAPP), was supplied by Honeywell International Inc., Morristown,
NJ, USA.

2.2. Method

Alkali treated hemp fibres were used to produce fibre mats. The alkali treatment and
characterisation of fibres have been detailed in a previously published work [8]. The fibres
had an average length and an average diameter of 1.88 mm and 0.05 mm, respectively.

2.2.1. Nozzle Design Details and Manufacturing

Nozzle designs and details are provided in Figure 1 and Table 1 with nomenclature
used (R and C refer to exit shape, rectangular-round or circular, respectively and the
following number refers to the exit area of a nozzle). The length of each nozzle was 30 mm
and the entrance of each nozzle was circular in shape with an inlet diameter of 10 mm that
continued for a length of 10 mm from where the contraction section (commonly known as
throat) of each nozzle begins. Amongst the nozzles, all circular and two rectangular-round
(R35 and R24) exit nozzles had a converging boundary profile from the contraction section
towards the exit as can be seen in Figure 1a. The other two rectangular nozzles (R56 and
R46) had slightly diverging profiles from the contraction section towards the exit. However,
it should be noted that, regardless of the converging or diverging profile, all the nozzles had
a smaller exit area compared to the inlet area. Figure 1b shows the schematic representation
of the manufacturer supplied nozzle (a rectangular-round exit nozzle) used for dynamic
sheet forming. Figure 1c shows all the 3D-printed nozzles used for the present study.
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Table 1. Nozzle details.

Nozzle * Inlet Area/mm2 Exit Area/mm2 Contraction
Ratio

Flow Velocity at the
Entry of Each Nozzle/m/s

Flow Velocity at the Exit
of Each Nozzle/m/s

R56 56 1.40 1.16
R46 46 1.70 1.42
R35 35 2.24 1.86
R24 24 3.23 2.72
C46 79 46 1.70 0.83 1.42
C35 35 2.24 1.86
C25 25 3.13 2.61
C10 10 7.50 6.52
C6 6 14.22 11.81

* R and C refer to exit shape, rectangular-round or circular, respectively, and the number following refers to the exit area of a nozzle.

The volumetric flow rate (Q) of the DSF, i.e., the amount of water discharged from the
manual tank of the dynamic sheet former through the flow hoses onto the rotating drum
(without nozzle) in one minute, was measured and found to be an average of 3.9 L/min
(6.52 × 10−5 m3/s). The mean flow velocity (ν) of the suspension in m/s at the exit of each
nozzle (A- inlet or exit area of each nozzle) was calculated using the equation below:

v = Q/A (1)

2.2.2. Production of Aligned Hemp Fibre Mats and Control Samples

Aligned hemp fibre mats were produced using a dynamic sheet former, manufactured
by CanPa®, Canada (see Figure 2a). All nozzles listed in Table 1 were trialled to produce
mats. The suspension required to produce each mat was prepared by mixing 45 g of hemp
fibres with approximately 45 litres of water. The mats produced were then cut into sizes of
150 mm × 300 mm (size of compression mould) and oven-dried at 80 ◦C for 48 h.
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For alignment assessment using ImageJ, a highly orientated reference sample (control
sample) as can be seen in Figure 2b was prepared by carefully wrapping hemp fibre
bundles around a rectangular aluminium piece in the DSF rotation direction. For alignment
assessment using ImageJ and X-ray diffraction, a randomly orientated control sample
(Figure 2c) was formed by hand by pouring a fibre suspension (10 g fibres in 10 L of water)
onto a screen with very fine holes, through which the water could flow leaving the fibre
deposited on the screen surface. The mat was then removed from the screen and oven
dried at 80 ◦C for 48 h.

2.2.3. Assessment of Orientation

Assessment of orientation of fibres within the mats produced using DSF was carried
out using ImageJ and XRD.

Orientation Assessment of Fibre Mats Using ImageJ
For the ImageJ analysis, all the optical microscopic images were captured using a

Wild M3B stereomicroscope (Labx, Midland, ON, Canada) with a Nikon Digital DS-SMc
camera attached, and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were captured using a
Hitachi S-4000 Field Emission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, Japan) operated at
5 kV. Prior to SEM, mats were mounted onto an aluminium stub using a carbon tape and
sputter coated with platinum. For the image analysis using ImageJ (OrientationJ) [9,10],
both optical (Figure 2a–c) and scanning electron microscopic (Figure 2d) images of fibre
mats produced using DSF were separately assessed. The principles behind the image
analysis tool used are detailed in the literature [9,11]. The fibre orientation distribution
profiles obtained using the OrientationJ plug-in were interpreted using three approaches:
the predominant orientation peaks and the coherency factors, the ratio between maximum
and minimum frequencies, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Twenty-five
images were analysed for each batch.

Orientation Analysis Using X-ray Diffraction
For the assessment of orientation of fibres within the mats using XRD, fibre mats of

circular shapes were cut from the DSF mats produced and were placed onto a sample holder
(example sample shown in Figure 3). XRD scans were obtained using an EMPYREAN
diffractometer system (PANalytical) fitted with a Cu Kα X-ray tube. Two XRD scans were
recorded from each fibre mat using a three-minute scan in transmission mode covering
a 2θ range from 5◦ to 45◦ using a current and voltage of 40 mA and 40 mV. Mats were
analysed with their DSF rotation direction aligned both parallel and perpendicular to the
X-ray beam. From these scans through 2θ, the most intense diffraction plane (200) was
located for all the samples in the 2θ range of 22–23◦. The sample was then subjected to a
phi (Φ) scan (rotating the sample around 360◦) for six minutes with 2θ fixed at the top of
the (200) plane to obtain the azimuthal diffraction profile. For the calculation, azimuthal
diffraction profile of each mat was normalised with the minimum intensity of diffraction
as is common in literature [12,13]. Three analysis approaches (methods) were used to
interpret the azimuthal intensity profiles of each mat: ratio of maximum to minimum peak
intensity, Herman’s order parameter (f ) and degree of ordering (π). Two samples were
measured for each batch.

Herman’s order parameter (f ) and the degree of ordering (π) were calculated using
the equations displayed below [14]. FWHM is the full width at half maximum. A program
was written in MATLAB to obtain the FWHM.

f =
3
〈
cos2γ

〉
− 1

2
(2)

〈
cos2γ

〉
= 1 − 2

〈
cos2θ

〉
(3)

〈
cos2θ

〉
=

∫
I(Φ)cos2(Φ)sin(Φ)dΦ∫

I(Φ)sin(Φ)dΦ
(4)
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π =
180 − FWHM

180
(5)
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2.2.4. Production of PP/MAPP Sheets, Composites, and Tensile Testing of Composites

Production of PP/MAPP sheets, composites and tensile testing (quasi-static loading)
are detailed in published work [8]. Table 2 shows the stacking arrangements of the fibre
mats and the PP/MAPP sheets with relative numbers of each based on the targeted weight
percentages of fibre mats.

Table 2. Material lay-up in the mould.

Sample ** No. of PP*
Sheets

No. of
Fibre Mats

Targeted
Fibre wt%
(Approx.)

Fibre wt% Arrangement of PP* and Fibre
Mat Layers from Bottom to Top

Fibre Loading
Direction

PP/MAPP 4 0 0 0 4PP -
R46-15

4 3 15

15.7
1PP*/1MAT/1PP*/1MAT/1PP*/

1MAT/1PP*
Parallel or

Perpendicular
C10-15 14.5

R46-15-P 15.5
C10-15-P 15.6
R46-30

3 6 30
29.2

1PP*/3MATS/1PP*/3MATS/1PP* ParallelC10-30 29.3

** R and C refer to exit shape, rectangular-round or circular, respectively, and the number following refers to the exit area of a nozzle and
the final number refers to the targeted weight% of fibres, P = fibre mat perpendicular relative to DSF rotation direction, PP* = PP/MAPP.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Production of Fibre Mats Using Different Nozzles

An example of a complete mat produced using DSF is shown in Figure 4. The
production of mats was successful using all the nozzles (Table 3), except R56 and C6.
Instead of a complete mat, the use of the R56 nozzle resulted in fibre flocs or clumps
(Figure 5) on the rotating drum, believed to be due to the relatively very large exit area
of this nozzle compared to other nozzles. The large exit area of a nozzle can lead to low
flow velocity of the fibre suspension through the nozzle, resulting in fibre clumps. It has
been previously reported that at low flow velocities, the fibre suspension behaves like
a plug flow, where fibre–fibre interactions are dominant, resulting in fibre flocs. As the
flow velocity increases and reaches a sufficient range, the fibre–fibre interactions become
insignificant due to the flow stresses, and permanent disruption of the plug (fibre-flocs)
occurs [5,15,16]. It has also been previously reported that the flow characteristics of a fibre
suspension depend on the flow velocity [4]. In contrast to R56 nozzle, the fibres were found
to be frequently clogging up inside the C6 nozzle, believed to be due to the relatively very
small exit area of this nozzle compared to other nozzles (see Table 1). This suggests that,
with the current operating variables for DSF, better separated fibres (mainly separated into
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single fibres) are required for the successful production of fibre mats when using nozzles
with very small exit areas.
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Table 3. Production of fibre mats using different nozzles.

Nozzles Complete Mat

R56 No
R46 Yes
R35 Yes
R24 Yes
C46 Yes
C35 Yes
C25 Yes
C10 Yes
C6 No
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3.2. Orientation Assessment of Fibre Mats Using ImageJ
3.2.1. Using Optical Microscopic Images

Figure 6 shows the fibre orientation distribution profiles obtained for the mats and
fibre bundles (highly aligned sample) using the OrientationJ plug-in available with ImageJ
software. Commonly, the orientation is indicated by the predominant peak of an orientation
distribution profile [15,16]. As can be seen, the profile obtained for the random mats
appeared to have a relatively small broad peak (almost a flat curve). In contrast, the
profiles obtained for the fibre bundles and fibre mats appeared to have a relatively sharp
predominant peak around 0◦ (±8◦). These predominant peaks around the preferred
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direction (0◦) for the mats produced using DSF compared to the largely flat profile (with a
small peak around −40◦) of random mats support that alignment is produced using the
dynamic sheet former. However, the profiles obtained for the mats produced using DSF
were relatively wider than for the highly aligned bundles, indicating a lower degree of
orientation [17,18].
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Figure 6. (a,b) Graphs representing fibre orientation distribution profiles obtained for the hemp fibre
mats made using DSF with different nozzles and control samples (enlarged profiles of rectangular
round (R) and circular (C) nozzles are also shown separately). Optical microscopic images of the
fibre mats were used for the analysis.

In addition to the calculation of predominant or preferred orientation of fibres in an
image, the OrientationJ program also calculated a ‘coherency factor’ to that orientation [19].
This factor is calculated based on the amount of pixels that are in line in a particular
direction and is bound between 0 and 1, with 0 and 1 indicating isotropic and anisotropic
orientations, respectively [20]. The coherency factors generated by the OrientationJ plugin
are represented in Table 4. As can be seen, the highest coherency factors were obtained for
the fibre bundles followed by the fibre mats produced using DSF and the random mats.

Among the fibre mats produced using DSF with different nozzles, there was a trend
of increasing fibre orientation for nozzles with increasing contraction ratio, as indicated
by the increasing predominant orientation peak heights (Figure 6) and coherency factors
(Table 4). However, this increase in fibre alignment was only significant for extreme cases
(lower versus higher contraction ratios) when measured using this approach. Additionally,
the exit shape of a nozzle was found to have less influence on fibre orientation as there
were no significant differences (confirmed by Student’s t-test) in fibre orientation between
the mats made with nozzles of similar contraction ratios (R46, C46 and R35, C35). When
compared to the current nozzle (R46), coherency factor was found to increase by about 35%
with the C10 nozzle. These results indicate that the exit shape of a nozzle is less significant
for fibre orientation in DSF. This agrees with previous studies that have reported that in a
simple shear flow, nozzle exit area largely affects the alignment of fibres. If the nozzle exit
area is large, although fibres near to the wall are aligned towards the flow direction, at the
centre, fibres are aligned perpendicular to the flow direction. In contrast, if the nozzle exit
area is small, the core region slowly disappears and increases the tendency of the fibres
in the suspension to align towards the flow direction [21]. It has also been reported that
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fibre suspension experiences extensional flow due to the sudden flow acceleration (change
in velocity of suspension) by the contraction section of a nozzle and can result in more
alignment of fibres towards the flow direction [22].

Table 4. Coherency factors generated by the OrientationJ plugin, the calculated frequency ratio, and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the fibre orientation distribution profiles.

Samples * Contraction
Ratio

Average
Coherency Factor SD # Average max/min

Frequency Ratio SD # FWHM SD #

Random mats - 0.11 0.04 1.80 0.21 - -
Fibre bundles - 0.36 0.12 25.9 8.83 25.00 0.98

R46 1.70 0.23 0.03 2.42 0.53 73.88 7.09
R35 2.24 0.24 0.04 3.10 0.89 69.40 6.27
R24 3.23 0.26 0.04 3.12 0.85 67.60 6.71
C46 1.70 0.21 0.06 2.76 0.82 70.96 8.22
C35 2.24 0.23 0.04 2.79 0.72 70.60 7.16
C25 3.13 0.26 0.05 3.12 0.93 67.68 6.53
C10 7.50 0.31 0.02 3.43 1.05 67.88 7.08

* R and C refer to exit shape, rectangular-round or circular, respectively and the number following refers to the exit area of a nozzle, # SD =
standard deviation.

Qualitative visual representations of orientation distribution (colour coded maps
of local angles) are also available with OrientationJ in Hue Saturation and Brightness
mode [9,11]. The colour coded maps obtained for the highly aligned control sample, the
random mat and the selected mats (R46, C10) produced using DSF, are shown in Figure 7.
The data visualisations are in good agreement with the data acquired for the orientation
distribution profiles. As can be seen, apart from the fibre bundles, the fibre mats made with
the C10 nozzle (Figure 7d) revealed more orientated fibres towards 0◦ compared to the
fibre mats made with the R46 nozzle (Figure 7c) which were more aligned than the random
mat (Figure 7b).
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The frequency ratio, i.e., the ratio of maximum to minimum frequency, for the afore-
mentioned fibre orientation distribution profiles are also provided in Table 4. The reported
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average frequency ratio can be considered as an indication of degree of orientation of
fibres within a mat. Among the mats produced using DSF with different nozzles, the mats
made with the C10 nozzle exhibited the highest average frequency ratio. The nozzles of a
similar contraction ratio but with different exit shapes (i.e., rectangular-round or circular)
were also compared based on the average frequency ratio and no significant differences
were observed.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is commonly used to describe the width
of a peak at the mid-height position [23]. Generally, a profile with low FWHM indicates
a high degree of orientation. The FWHM obtained using a Gaussians fit for each fibre
orientation distribution profile, except for the random mats are also presented in Table 4.
The flat profile for the random mats made FWHM difficult. Unsurprisingly, the lowest
FWHM was shown for the fibre bundles. A decreasing trend for FWHM among the fibre
mats produced using DSF with different nozzles was shown with increases in contraction
ratios of nozzles. However, statistical analysis (Student’s t-test) did not support significant
differences between these results.

3.2.2. Using Scanning Electron Micrographs

Figure 8 shows the scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of selected fibre mats (R46
and C10) produced using DSF with different nozzles. As can be seen, it is hard to vi-
sually distinguish differences between distributions of orientations of fibres within the
mats. The micrographs of these selected fibre mats (R46 and C10) were assessed using
OrientationJ. The data obtained was analysed using the three aforementioned approaches.
The results were relatively consistent with that found for OrientationJ analysis with optical
microscopic images.
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Figure 8. Scanning electron micrographs of fibre mats produced using DSF with different nozzles.

Figure 9 represents the fibre orientation distribution profiles of these mats. The
predominant orientation peak height was higher for the fibre mats made with the C10
nozzle compared to the R46 nozzle. Qualitative visual representation of fibre orientation
distribution within these mats can be seen in Figure 10. As expected, the scanning electron
micrographs provided better visual distinction of orientation of fibres within the selected
mats compared to the optical microscopic images.
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Figure 10. Colour coded maps obtained for the scanning electron micrographs of the selected fibre
mats using OrientationJ plugin (R46-top and C10-bottom).

Table 5 displays the generated coherency factor, calculated frequency ratio and FWHM
of the fibre orientation distribution profiles for these mats. The trends were similar to the
results obtained for the optical microscopic images of these fibre mats.

Table 5. Coherency factors generated by OrientationJ plugin, the calculated frequency ratio and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the fibre orientation distribution profiles.

Samples Contraction
Ratio

Average Coherency
Factor SD # Average

Frequency Ratio SD # Average FWHM SD #

R46 1.7 0.24 0.02 4.38 0.78 68.67 6.02
C10 7.5 0.29 0.01 5.76 0.54 20.33 3.79

# SD = standard deviation.
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Overall, the trend of increasing fibre orientation for nozzles with increasing contraction
ratios was more consistent with the fibre orientation distribution profiles and the frequency
ratio approaches compared to the FWHM approach.

3.3. Orientation Analysis Using XRD

Generally, the cell walls of natural plant fibres (NPFs) consist of primary and secondary
cell walls (S1, S2, and S3 layers). The long and thin microfibrils dominate the secondary
cell walls. These microfibrils are made up of cellulose, which is mainly responsible for
the tensile strength of the fibres. Typically, native cellulose consists of crystalline and
alternating amorphous regions [24]. Figure 11 shows the results of one XRD scan through
2θ profiles with the raw diffraction pattern and resultant diffraction pattern of a hemp
fibre mat. The raw diffraction pattern data is a combination of crystalline and amorphous
contributions. The amorphous background was estimated from this raw data by fitting
a power trend line to the data points from the regions (indicated by orange colour in
Figure 11) outside of the main crystalline cellulose peaks. The estimated background
was then subtracted from the raw data. For all the samples, the most intense diffraction
plane was (200) plane of cellulose I. The selected (200) plane was then monitored during
scans where the fibre mats on the sample holder were rotated around the phi (Φ) axis [12],
resulting in an azimuthal diffraction profile for each mat.
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Figure 11. X-ray diffraction pattern of a hemp fibre mat using Cu Kα radiation.

Figure 12 shows the example azimuthal diffraction profiles of the selected fibre mats
produced using DSF and the random mats. As can be seen, the azimuthal diffraction
profiles for the mats produced using DSF indicate that the (200) crystal planes had preferred
orientation distribution around 90 and 270◦. In contrast, there were many peaks distributed
over 360◦ for the random mats, suggesting no clear preferred orientation of the (200) crystal
planes. This again supports the potential of the dynamic sheet former to align fibres along
the preferred direction. It was found that the fibre mat made with the C10 nozzle exhibited
a more preferred orientated azimuthal diffraction profile compared to the fibre mats made
with the R46 nozzle.
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Figure 12. Azimuthal diffraction profiles for the selected fibre mats and random mats.

The average intensity ratio, i.e., ratio of maximum to minimum intensity of azimuthal
diffraction profiles, was calculated, and the average values for each mat are provided
in Table 6. The average intensity ratio indicated an increasing trend with increasing
contraction ratio. However, a significant difference (confirmed by Student’s t-test) was
found only between the fibre mats made with the C10 and R46 nozzles; no significant
differences were observed between nozzles with a similar contraction ratio but with a
different exit shape, i.e., rectangular-round or circular.

Table 6. XRD assessment of orientation of fibre mats: average intensity ratio, Herman’s order parameter, FWHM and degree
of ordering.

Samples * Contraction
Ratio

Average Intensity
Ratio SD Herman’s Order

Parameter SD FWHM SD Degree of
Ordering (π), %

Random
mats - 1.346 0.135 0.139 0.094 - - -

R46 1.70 1.904 0.064 0.464 0.033 58.2 2.1 67.67
R35 2.24 1.988 0.079 0.446 0.047 57.9 1.3 67.83
R24 3.23 1.994 0.052 0.402 0.016 57.2 1.5 68.22
C46 1.70 1.952 0.142 0.504 0.042 58.1 1.9 67.72
C35 2.24 2.070 0.264 0.455 0.018 57.7 1.1 67.94
C25 3.13 2.122 0.098 0.418 0.039 57.1 1.6 68.28
C10 7.50 2.278 0.156 0.511 0.005 53.1 0.7 70.50

* R and C refer to exit shape, rectangular-round or circular, respectively and the number following refers to the exit area of a nozzle.

It has been reported that Herman’s order parameter (f) can be used to quantify the
degree of orientation of the cellulose chain axis relative to some other axes of interest.
Generally, f = 1 for completely aligned and f = 0 for randomly orientated [25]. Herman’s
order parameters (f) calculated for different processed azimuthal diffraction profiles are
summarised in Table 6. In good agreement with the ImageJ results, more pronounced
orientation of fibres was observed for the mats made with the C10 nozzle as indicated by
the highest Herman’s order parameter. Unsurprisingly, the lowest (f) value was observed
for random mats indicating a very low degree of orientation.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) and degree of ordering (π) calculated for
the FWHM of azimuthal diffraction profile indicates a high degree of orientation [26].
The FWHM and degree of ordering results indicated an increasing trend with increasing
contraction ratio, however, differences between nozzles were found to be statistically
insignificant using the Student’s t-test.
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3.4. Evaluation of Composites

Figure 13 shows typical stress–strain curves for composites made with selected fibre
mats (selected based on the orientation analysis) along with that for PP/MAPP (the control
sample) for comparison purposes. The composites containing fibre content of approxi-
mately 15 wt% were tested parallel and perpendicular to the main fibre alignment direction
(the preferred direction). The control samples extended in a ductile manner to high strain
without fail, whereas the incorporation of fibres caused the samples to fail in a brittle
manner without much noticeable yielding.
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Figure 13. Typical stress–strain curves for PP/MAPP and composites reinforced with approximately
15 and 30 wt% fibre loaded parallel and perpendicular to main fibre alignment direction.

Figure 14a represents the tensile strength of fibres as a function of fibre content and
loading direction for the composites. Composite tensile strength was normalised with
weight percentages of fibres (Figure 14b) to account for the variability in tensile strengths
of composites based on the slight variations of fibre content. From the results, it can be seen
that, for the composites tested parallel to the main alignment direction, the tensile strength
increased with an increase in fibre content. The tensile strengths for the composites made
with 15 and 30 wt% fibre mats produced using the highest contraction ratio nozzle, C10,
significantly increased to 23.08 and 35.64 MPa, respectively; these were approximately 5%
and 11% higher than the respective composites made with the fibre mats produced using
the current nozzle, R46. Increased tensile strengths obtained here are believed to be due to
the improved fibre orientation.

Unsurprisingly, the composites tested perpendicular to the main alignment direction
exhibited lower tensile strengths compared to those composites tested parallel. In the main
fibre alignment direction, composite properties are known to be strongly dependent on
fibre properties and the fibre-matrix interface. However, in the perpendicular direction,
properties are more dependent on the fibre-matrix interface and the matrix. Furthermore,
in this direction, the diameter of the fibre is very small relative to the critical fibre length to
bring about tensile load in the fibre [27]. Moreover, it is most likely that the fibre strength is
lower in this direction due to the orientation of microfibrils which has shown to provide
high strength when aligned parallel to the fibre direction.

Figure 15a,b represent Young’s modulus and Young’s modulus/weight percentage of
fibres as a function of fibre content and loading direction for the composites. As expected,
Young’s modulus of PP/MAPP increased with the inclusion of fibres. This is due to the
fact that fibre possesses higher Young’s modulus than PP/MAPP. Similar to the tensile
strength, the Young’s modulus of composites tested parallel to the main fibre alignment
direction were higher compared to those composites tested perpendicular. According to
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the Student’s t-test, there are no significant increases in Young’s modulus of composites
made with fibre mats produced using the C10 nozzle compared to the composites made
with fibre mats produced using the R46 nozzle. However, the average test results suggest
that the Young’s modulus of the composites made with fibre mats produced using the C10
nozzle are slightly superior.
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Figure 14. Graphs representing: (a) tensile strength and (b) tensile strength/weight percentage* of various composites
tested. Weight percentage = weight percentage of fibres.
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4. Conclusions

Nozzles with different geometries were used to produce hemp fibre mats using
dynamic sheet forming. The orientation of fibres within these mats was investigated
using ImageJ and X-ray diffraction analyses. It appears that both techniques were in good
agreement, showing that dynamic sheet forming has the potential to produce aligned short
fibre mats. Although there was a trend of increasing fibre orientation for nozzles with
increasing contraction ratio, it was only statistically significant for extreme cases (lowest
versus highest contraction ratios of the nozzles which successfully produced sheets); the exit
shape of a nozzle was found to have no significant influence on fibre orientation. Improved
fibre orientation obtained for dynamic sheet forming was indicated by higher values of
coherency factor (0.31 compared to 0.23) and Herman’s order parameter (0.511 compared
to 0.464) for the fibre mats produced using the highest contraction nozzle compared to
those mats produced using the lowest contraction ratio nozzle (the current nozzle). The
improved fibre orientation was further supported by an 11% increase in tensile strength
for the composites made with 30 wt% fibre mats produced using the highest contraction
ratio nozzle compared to the respective composites made with the fibre mats produced
using the current nozzle, R46. Overall, the orientation of fibres within mats produced
using dynamic sheet forming has been improved by nozzle modification. This provided
an improvement of +11% in strength by increasing fibre orientation beyond that obtained
with the manufacturer’s nozzle. Improvements of +141% in strength and +317% in stiffness
overall have been obtained from reinforcement of PP/MAPP with the DSF mats with the
most aligned fibre in this study.
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